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Two experiments to study the low-mass diA'ractive enhancement recoiling against a fast forward pion from
m'+p and m' p collisions at 14 GeV/c are described. Photographs of the SLA'C 40-in. hydrogen bubble
chamber were triggered by a downstream spectrometer when the missing mass, calculated on-line, was above
1.1 GeV. Evidence for a nonresonant mass peak at 1.35 GeV is presented, as well as for production of
resonances at about 1.5 and 1.68 GeV. The data are presented as distributions in mass and momentum
transfer, as well as moments and isocline plots of the decay angular distributions. Model-independent
features are emphasized.

I. INTRODUCTION

We have performed two experiments in which
about 227000 + ine1.astic scattering- events were
measured in order to study the detailed nature of
the low-mass enhancement recoiling against the
fast forward pion in these events. This enhance-
ment appears to be produced by all hadron beams
over a very wide energy range with comparable
cross sections and is generally supposed to be the
result of diffractive scattering or Pomeron ex-
change. For three-body final states the simplest
processes are illustrated in Fig. 1. These are: (a)
direct-nucleon-pole contribution, (b) pion exchange
with mv scattering, (c) baryon exchange with nN
scattering, and (d) nucleon-resonance excitation.

Although from the earliest studies of the process
it was recognized that resonancelike structures
appear in the enhancement, no clear identification
of the mass peaks has been made. ' Attention turned
to the Drell-Hiida' or Deck' (DHD) effect of dia-
gram (b), which can be made to describe the gross
features of the data, especially if form factors and
absorption corrections are introduced. ' Hecently,
the possible importance of nucleon exchange has
been stressed. ' ' ' It has been shown'~' that con-
tributions from (a) and (c) tend to cancel, which
may explain the relative success found using (b)
alone, but which also suggests that much more de-
tailed data will be needed than heretofore to iden-
tify the individual contributions from the processes
of Fig. 1.

In our experiments, the SI.AC 40-in. hydrogen
bubble chamber was run at a high repetition rate
while exposed to 14 GeV/c m' and m beams. Photo-
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FIG. 1. Diagrams of the exchange processes expected
to contribute to the diffractive low-mass enhancement
in proton dissociation: (a) baryon-exchange direct nuc-
leon pole, (b) pion-exchange DHD effect, (c) baryon-
exchange DHD effect, (d) nucleon-resonance production.

graphs were taken only when a fast forward scat-
tered particle, corresponding to that expected from
the inelastic diffraction process, was detected in a
large acceptance magnetic spectrometer down-
stream. In the 2-3 msec between beam passage
and full bubble growth, it was possible to calculate
the apparent missing mass recoiling against the de-
tected pion and, thus, exclude most of the prolific
elastic scattering events. Furthermore, thiS hy-
brid system allowed the fast particle to be mea-
sured with much higher precision than could be ob-
tained with the bubble chamber alone, which re-
sulted in our obtainirig a data sample with very
small contamination from multineutral events.
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In this paper we present our observations of the
following reactions (the diffractively produced sys-
tem is shown here in parentheses):

v'p -v'(pv'),

v p-v (pw'),
!

v p -m'(nv'),
I

v p-v (nv'),

v'P -~ (A."v-),

P -v -(A."-v-) .

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

For convenience we shall use the notation +(pv'),
+(nm'), and a(&v) to refer to these pairs of reac-
tions. !

At our energy we can attempt to interpret the in-
terference between the already important diffrac-
tive, and not yet negligible nondiffractive pro-
cesses, using their dependence on the charge of the
beam. At this time we will present mainly the data
itself. A more detailed analysis is in progress.

hits in two proportional wire chambers (PWC)
caused by the beam particle were also read in;
these chambers were not available for the m' ex
posure. Some further details of the apparatus may
be found in Ref. 7.

,
After the wire-chamber hits were read into the

computer, there remained approximately 2 msec,
while bubbles were growing in the bubble chamber,
before a decision to flash the camera lamps had to
be made. The following algorithm was used on the
spark-chamber data to define a computer trigger:

(i) Search the horizontal wands of the wire spark
chambers 1 and 2 for segments which pass through
the genter of the bubble chamber within a broad
tolerance. Extrapolate each such segment to the
center of the dipole. Next, search stations 3 and
4 for segments which have the shme intercept at
the dipole.

(ii) Use the dipole bend angle and the scattering
angle projected on the horizontal plane (containing
the bubble-chamber field), 8„, to estimate the
missing mass (MM):

WIRE CHAMBER STATIONS

BEAM PWC's

'Se
1

!
I

! I"
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I !
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40048
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FEC. 2. Layout of the hybrid-bubble-chamber system.

The layout of the hybrid system used in this ex-
periment is shown in Fig. 2. A pion beam of 14-
GeV/c nominal momentum (14.2 GeV/c for v, 13.7
GeV/e for m') traversed the SLAC 40-in. hydrogen
bubble chamber which was equipped with thin win-
dows for particle entry and exit and which could
run at up to 12 expansions per second. The scat-
tering of a beam pion in the horizontal plane was
detected by a coincidence between scintillation
counters S~,. S„and S~. The latter two scintilla-
tors were divided into left and right sections, sep-

. .~ated so that the undeflected beam would pass be-
tween them undetected. A coincidence produced a
spark-chamber trigger for four "stations" of mag-
netostrictive wire spark chambers (WSC), which
were read into a SIGMA 2 computer. A dipole
magnet of approximately 2.8-T m bending power
was used. Each station contained a pair of hori-
zontal (x) and vertical (y) wire planes and, in addi-
tion, stations 1 and 3 each had a pair of planes
with wires at *45' to the vertical to resolve multi-
spark ambiguities. In the m' experiment, the wire

beam fast

where the beam is assigned fixed values deter-
mined periodic ally.

(iii) Apply the first trigger condition: 1100
&MM& 3500 MeV. Since the elastic cross section
is about 5 mb and the diffractive cross section is
about 1 mb, the experiment would be swamped with
elastics if the accuracy of MM is not sufficient to

, reject them. The spread in beam momentum was
less than 0.5% and. the error in Pf„, was about the
same. Hence, the on-line error in MM is about
100 MeV including the error due to neglecting the
scattering angle normal to the bubble-chamber
field. The minimum of 1100 MeV was set to reject
about 75% of the elastics at the sacrifice of a re-
duced efficiency for masses -near 1100 MeV.

(iv) For the final trigger condition, require the
trackto intercept the center of the bubble chamber
to +1.5 cm in the horizontal plane. The horizontal
width of the beam of 0.5 crn, the length of the fidu-
cial area of 75 cm, and the maximum horizontal
acceptance of +60 mr guarantee that legitimate in-
teractions satisfy this criteria. This is not suffi-
ciently tight to reject many interactions in the win-'

dows, but it was necessary to reduce triggers by
the muon halo from decays upstream.

Because the wire spark chambers were sensitive
to particles over most of the 1.5-IU, sec beam spill,
those wires in the region of the unscattered beam
(i.e. , between the halves of the trigger counters Sl
and S2) were desensitized. For this reason the
useful limit of

~

f
~

was 0.01 GeV'. The upper limit,
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set by apertures, was 0.6 GeV'.
The system could accommodate up to 10 particles

per expansion. At this rate there was an average
of 2 sparks in the last plane, and the computer fin-
ished scanning in an average of 0.8 msec. In early
runs, 10% of the spark-chamber triggers required
more than 2 msec to analyze, and these were re-
jected outright. Later improvements reduced this
loss to only a few percent.

Approximately 0.8/o of beam particles triggered
the flashes, and of the resulting film, 30% of
frames contained good events within the fiducial
volume. For the first m exposure, the bubble-
chamber expansion rate was 2/sec. Through the
efforts of the SLAC Bubble Chamber Operations
Group, this rate was increased to 12/sec later.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

To obtain the data sample to be discussed, the
film was scanned for two- and four-prong events in
the fiducial volume. Both normal and "directed
scan" techniques were used. In the directed mode,
the spark- chamber data were used to predict the
position on the projected views of the triggering
track near the bubble-chamber exit window. With
this information, the scanners could reject events
occurring accidentally along with a triggering
event (real or spurious) and find real events with
improved efficiency.

Events were measured on the LBL flying-spot
digitizer and COBWEB system, the SLAC spiral
reader and conventional systems, and on the Cal-
tech POLLY. Measurements were accepted for
events with a track matching one found in the down-
stream spectrometer. The matching procedure
consisted of the following steps: (i) Locate all
possible track projections in both horizontal and
vertical planes, and associate these using the 45—
wire-plane sparks at stations 1 and 3. (ii) Project
all candidate trajectories and their errors to the
position of the event vertex as measured on the
film, through the known bubble-chamber fringe
field: (iii) Reject "spark-chamber tracks" which
fail to match the coordinates of the vertex, and
test the remainder for compatibility of angles and
momentum, selecting the best match X'. (iv) Form
a "hybrid track" with production angles, momen-
tum, and error matrix taken as the weighted aver-
age between bubble-chamber and projected spark-
chamber measurements.

The "hybrid" track resulting from this procedure
generally had a, momentum error of +80 MeV/c and
angle errors of the order +0.5 mr. In the n' ex-
periment the beam track was also matched to the
upstream proportional chamber hits, using a pro-
cedure similar to the downstream matching. If the

beam track was compatible with the mean beam
parameters, the measurement was averaged with
those mean values. This resulted in comparable
errors on beam and outgoing fast particle.

Each event was processed through s@UAw where
4C, 1C, and OC fits were made. For those events
giving an acceptable 4-constraint (4C) fit, the 1C
and OC fits were ignored. Reactions 1-4 studied
here are 1C fits. Only 1C fits with probability
greater than 5% were accepted; cross sections
were corrected to account for this rejection. For
ambiguous events between a proton and pion hy-
pothesis we selected the "correct" fit by the follow-
ing criteria, :

(i) Backward tracks in the laboratory and tracks
identified by 5 rays were called pions. Stopping
tracks were called protons.

(ii) If the questionable track was greater than 15
cm, the film root-mean-squared deviation (FRMS)
was used to select the appropriate hypothesis when
the &(FRMS) &4 microns and &(FRMS)/Z(FRMS)
& 0.25.

(iii) Fits with tracks having P & 1.2 GeV/c or dip
&40 were selected by using the fit with the highest
confidence level probability. After these selet;-
tions, events remaining with ambiguous interpre-
tations were checked for compatibility with the pre-
dicted ionization, as obtained automatically in the
measuring process or as estimated visually.

IV. CROSS-SECTION DETERMINATION

Each event was assigned a weight proportional to
the inverse of its geometrical acceptance, calcu-
lated as the fraction of trigger-particle orbits tra-
versing active areas of the WSC's when the azimuth
for that particular track was rotated about the
beam direction. The average behavior of the ac-
ceptance is shown in Fig. 3 as a function of missing
mass and t. In addition, a correction for the on-
line rejection of low-missing-mass events as- elas-
tics was applied. The weight was finally divided by
the total exposure sensitivity, in events/p, b.

In order to determine the effective beam flux in
both experiments in a consistent way, we made use
of published elastic scattering cross sections,
which are well determined at our energies. ' ' Pe-
riodically, throughout the runs, the missing-mass
requirement was changed to allow all elastic events
to trigger. The resulting "elastic rolls" of film
were scanned and measured using the same crite-
ria as for production film. The elastic events
found were used to check that the event weights ob-
tained from the acceptance calculation produced a
t distribution compatible with that from counter
measurements, and the beam flux for elastic rolls
was determined by normalizing the cross section
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reactions m'P -~'P + MM and m'P - m m'+ MM, as
shown in Fig. 4. Similar results were obtained for
the m' '-induced samples. We estimate that about
10% of events selected as good 1C fits will in fact
have more than one neutral, while a si.milar num-
ber of single neutrals will'fail the fit. From the
study of elastic fits discussed above, we expect 5%
of inelastic events also to have a bad measurement
on either the beam or outgoing track. Most of
these will still fit the 1C hypothesis. All these
considerations lead us to assign a +15% error to
the absolute cross sections, while the parallel
treatment of w' and m data allows a smaller error
to be placed on the relative normalization.

VI. DETAILED PROPERTIES OF THE +(pn'' ) AND +{nn+)
CHANNELS
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FIG. 5. Nucleon-pion invariant-mass spectra„

weighted for acceptance, found in the m' {open circles)
and jr {closed circles) experiments for the reactions
{a) m p —~+{pe ) and (b) x p 7r~ {ax'). Solid and
broken lines show the x and x'-data, respectively, for
M„&1.5 GeV.

A. Mass spectra

In Fig. 5(a) we show the nucleon-v mass spectra,
for the a(pm') channels for 0.01& 1t &0.5 GeV'.
Events in this and subsequent plots are weighted as
described in Sec. IV. , Error bars are statistical
only. There is close agreement in both cross sec-
tion and, mass structure in these reactions when
integrated over all the angles. In Fig. 5(b) we
show similar plots for the +(nm+) channels. Here

0 I

I

4 0
,M7r ~ (Gev)

FIG. 6. Dipion mass spectra for the six:reactions con-
sidered. The t cut is the same as for Fig. 5, and M~~
&2 GeV.

'

we observe an excess of n' over m' i.nduced reac-
tion cross sections.

In Fig. 6 we show the dipion mass spectra for, the
same data for M„, &2 GeV. The M„spectra for
+(Dm) channels are also plotted for later reference.
Here we see that productiort of p, f, and g reso-
nances are important contributions to those chan-
nels allowed by isospin. However, there is only
minor overlap of dipion resonances with the Nm dif-
fractive enhancement. Thi. s is shown in Fig. '5,
where the general level of (Ne) cross sections with
M„&1.5 GeV are shown by broken and solid lines
for the +(Nv) and (Nm) channels, —respectively.

The p signal in the +(P7r') channel is more clearly
defined than in the -(Pm') channel. This is because
the p in these channels is produced opposite a slow,
wide angle proton which makes the mass resolution
particularly sensitive to the angular measurements
of the fast tracks. In the m' experiment the use of
wire chambers to define the incident beam made a
substantial improvement in resolution at low n'r

mass. For higher dipion mass, the error falls
like M„' and soon becomes less than the- reso-
nance widths. In addition, the kinematic overlap
of p production with the (¹')low-mass region is
small, and so the poorer resolution in the m. data
should not affect that analysis.

The agreement between +(pm') mass spectra IFig.
5(a)] in magnitude and shape is not surprising. Re-
ferring to Figs."1(a) and 1(d), with the Pomeron
replaced by all possible exchanges, difference
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tions (open circles) for (nv') and (Pv') reactions
against M~, in four intervals of t. The data show
a very strong t dependence, especially at very low
nucleon-pion masses.

In all these spectra we see clear evidence of &'
(1232) production, which cannot be diffractive. We,
therefore, subtract it out, using data from a high-
statistics experiment which studied the reaction

(8)

at 13.1 GeV/c, "and found g~++ ——45 s 7 Ij, b. Isospin
invariance indicates that in reactions (1) and (2) the
cross section for

(9)
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FIG. 7. Average do/dM~, dt for m~p-m (px') and
z p z (gz'). in four t intervals (opencircles). Closed
circles show the result of subtracting the known 6'
contribution in each case.

should be —,'that of reaction (8), while for n' nv'-
we should find a factor of —,

' applies. Using the data
of Ref. 10 and a Breit-Wigner shape for the &', we
show the result of the subtraction by closed circles
on each section of Fig. 7.

This procedure results in the appearance of a
"shoulder" under the position of the &', followed by
a clear peaking at mass 1.35 GeV." This peak
rapidly diminishes as t

~

is increased, and van-,
ishes for It & 0.12 GeV'.

The next most salient feature of the data shown in
Fig. 7 is the presence of a peak at 1.65-GeV mass,
followed by a sharp drop at about 1.7 GeV. In this
case, the effect shows a comparatively weak t de-
pendence.

Finally, we note that no clear mass structure be-
tween the 1.35- and 1.65-GeV peaks is visible in
any of the kinematic regions shown.

B. Comparison with CERN ISR results

A comparison of our mass spectra at 0 s = 5.2
GeV with a closely related reaction at very high
energy proves to be very interesting. The process

pp -p(«') (10)

should arise from the interference between I= 0
and 1 exchange, and previous experiments have
shown these terms (averaged over decay angles) to
be small. ' For the processes of Figs. 1(b) and

1(c), v'v' scattering cross sections are identical,
and m'N cross sections a.re similar in the mass re=
gion imposed by our cuts. In the (nv') channels, by
the same token, differences can be most reasonably
attributed to the inequality of n'm' and m'w scatter-
ing.

We n'ow form the average d'o/dM„, dt for positive
and negative beams. This procedure has two vir-
tues: (1) interference between I = 0 and I= 1 ex-
change processes will cancel before averaging over
decay angles, and (2) statistical fluctuations de-
crease. In Fig. 7 we plot the averaged cross sec-

has been studied" "using the CERN split-field-
magnet facility of the ISR. We have already re-
ported on the striking similarity of the low-mass
(nv') enhancement in reaction (10) at Ws= 53 GeV
and in our data. ' Here we wish to repeat the com-
parison using the newer ISR data at v s = 45 GeV."
In Fig. 8 we show our mass spectra, do/dM, aver-
aged between+ (nv') and -(nn') channels, for 0.05
& ~t

~

& 0.5 GeV', superimposed upon the spectra of
reaction (10) (upper histograms) 0.05 &

~
t

~

& 0.8
GeV'. In both cases the data are divided into for-
ward [cos8&0, Fig. 8(b)] and backward [cos8&0,
Fig. 8(a)] decay angles in the Got tfried-Jackson
system defined in the next section.

It is remarkable that these mass spectra are so
similar, despite the factor of 10 difference in
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O. I

cosa~ & 0
I

'
I

~ v s =5.3GeV, vrp
& v s=45GeV, pp

strong forward asymmetry. Since in both data sets
the mass peak structure is so similar, this sug-
gests that it is the background under the peaks
which producers the increased angular asymmetry
at high energy.

Finally, we c'alculate the "factorization normal-
ized" cross section for the PP data, as defined in
Hef 14.

do„(s) cr(vp elastic, vs= 5.2 GeV)
ds 2o(pp elastic, ~s)

b
O

0.2—

O. I

cosa+&0

(b)

&& „(pp inelastic, Ws) .8g

This forrmula uses the elastic cross sections to
account for the difference between pion-Pomeron
and proton-Pomeron coupling, as well as the s de-
pendence of the Pomeron propagator, in the spirit
of factorization of Begge amplitudes. The factor
of 2 in the denominator accounts for the fact that
there are two vertices from which a low-mass nr'
may be produced in PP collisions and only one in
wP collisions. The normalized PP cross section is
shown in Fig. 8 (lower histogram). The compari-
son shows that the overall cross section of the dif-
fraction enhancement does not follow the elastic
cross section so that this form of factorization is
not exact.

0 I I I I I

I.O I. 2 I.4 I.6 I.8 2.0
M„~+ (GeV)

FIG. 8. (a) Average do/dM„„+ for r p-r (n7c' )
(closed circles), with 0.05 &

~
t

~
& 0.6 GeV, obtained in

this experiment, compared to that for pp -p(jgm') at
Hs =45 GeV, 0.05&

~

t
~

& 0.8 GeV, cos8& &-0.9, obtained
at the ESB (Bef. 13, higher histogram), for backward
neutron decay angle in the t-channel frame. Nonoverlap
indicates a mass cutoff imposed on the ISB data by
acceptance. The lower histogram shows the "factori-
zation normalized" cross section defined by Eq. (11).
(b) Same comparison for forward decay neutrons.

c.m. s. energy and the different projectiles in-,
volved For cose .&0 the smooth rise of 4y/dM with
M, followed by a sharp drop at 1.7 GeV, is almost
identical. For cos6 & 0 both data show enhanced.
mass structure: The effect yt 1.65 GeV is partic- .

ularly striking in similarity. In the ISB data a
peak at 1.5 GeV is evident: In our data it is'much
less compelling. However, we will see in a later
section that our data also indicate the presence of
a resonance at this mass.

Continuing the comparison, we note from Fig. 8
that the high-energy data show a strong forward
asymmetry in the decay angular distribution at all
masses. The mP data show a'similar but less

C. Angular distributions

To describe the angular distribution of the (Ns)
system, we define unnormalized moments as fol-
lows:

1'", = P ts,ReYP(6, , Pi),
Nt evente

(12)

X-$ X8.
The most significant moments obtained using Eq.

(12) are shown in Fig. 9. Here we have divided the
data into two t bins, i.e. , 0.01 &

~

t
~

& 0.12 GeV' and
0.12 &

~
t

~

& 0.5 GeV', so that the 1.35-GeV peak will
be dominant in the first bin and relatively insignif- .

icant in the second. 4 production. divides equally
between the two bins. Finally, we have superim-
posed the n'- and n -induced results to ac;centu-

where f is the exposure sensitivity given previous-
ly, ~M~, is the mass bin width, se, is the weight of
the i'" event, and 8„$,are the polar and- azimuth-
al angles of the nucleon in the center of ma, ss of
the nucleon-slow m system. The angles are defined
in the Gottfried-Jackson system, "where the z axis
is taken along the direction of the incident Oucleon, .

y is along the normal to the production plane,
A

inc fast ~

(13)
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FIG. 9. Unnormalized moments of the nucleop decay angle, "in the t-channel frame, for the reactions and t intervals
shown. z'-beam results are shown by open circles, x by closed circles.

, (

ate isospin interference effects.
These data show a very complex behavior. In or-

der to simplify the discussion we now give. a quali-
tative description of those features which appear
consistently through all the channels.

(a) 4 interference effect. In the region of the
&(1232) we observe that the Y,', Y', , and Y', mo-
ments change with the charge of the beam. In the
+ (Pm') channel they peak to positive values roughly
at the n mass, and to negative values in the -(pm )
channel. The effect also changes sign in going
from proton to neutron channel, while the magni-
tude is roughly constant. Finally, F,' also indicates
that interference is present, while the Y,'differ-
ence is consistent with zero.

An analysis of these & interference effects has
already been published" based on preliminary data,
from this experiment. There it was shown that the
data ay e best explained by a model in which the &
amplitude (I = 1 exchange) interferes with an I= 0 ex-
change s- and P-wave background.

(h) High mass region. Fo-r MN, & 2 Geg (off
scale in Fig. 9), the moments tend to show a,

smooth behavior. For lower /, this plateau is
reached earlier. For nz 40 the values here are
compatible with zero, while for m = 0 they tend to
be positive. This behavior results from the strong
peaking of the angular distribution at 8 =0 in the (-
channel helicity system, which contributes to all
m =. 0 moments, The most likely explanation of
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such peaking is the DHD-effect diagram of Fig.
1(b), which implies a small 4-momentum transfer
between target and recoil proton. This reflects
into the Nw center-of-mass system as a peaking
near cos8=1, becoming sharper as MN, increases.

(c) The —(nm') channel at Eoao t. There is a gen-
eral agreement in magnitude and shape of the mo-
ment distributions in the a(pm') channels for M~o
&1.4 QeV. There is also good agreement between
the +(nm') channels in the higher-t interval. The
—(nv') channel for 0.01& t &0.12 GeV', therefore,
appears anomalous in having moment values con-
siderably in excess of their counterparts in the
+ (nw') channeL This effect is probably attributable
to the r-exchange DHD effect, since the n'm scat-
tering cross section is larger than for ~'m'.

(d) Forauard backs'-ard asymmetry. The l = 1
moments give a good indication of the behavior of
the forward-backward asymmetry in the decay an-
gular distribution referred to in Sec. VI B. There
we noted that the general forward asymmetry, ob-

served in both data sets, was considerably strong-
er in the ISB pp data (see Fig. 8). Here we wish
to point out that the forward asymmetry is re-
placed, in our data, by a strong backward asym-
metry for Ms, &1.5 GeV and

I
t & 0.12 GeV'. This

is observed in the I;" moment of Fig. 9 in the a(pm')
and the +(nm') channels as a smooth dip to negative
values in the region of the 1.35-0eV mass peak. In
the (n-w') channel, I;"does not actually go negative
here, but appears to have a negative dip superim
posed upon a larger positive background than found
in the other channels.

(e) Interference patterns. We now point out what
we feel to be the most significant evidence for res-
onance interference patterns in Fig. 9. %e direct
attention to the rapid rise in F', atM=1. 5GeVinthe
a(nr') channels. It is unlikely that anything but a
phase passing through resonance could produce
such a sharp effect. This rise is less sharp in the
+(pw') channels. , Next, we note that I", shows two
peaks, at about 1.5 and 1.65 QeV, but shows no
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FIG. 11. Illustration of the composition of the low-
est mass bin, 1.15&M&~.&1.3 Ge7, for the average
der/dMdt for x p x~ (px.). Crosses show the data of
Hef. 10 multiplied by the isospin factor 9, and the open
circles show the result of'subtracting this from our
average data {closed circles). Note that the slope of
the solid line fitted to the open circles will be strongly
dependent on the relative normalization of the two
experiments.

structure at 1.35 GeV. Finally, what appears to be
a resonance interference. pattern in Y4 and Y,' ap-
pears at about 1.7 GeV, while another occurs in Y4
at 1.5 GeV. Y,' shows an indistinct rise at 1.65
GeV, but it is not clear whether this should be
associated with the peak at that mass, or consid-
ered part of the pattern centered at 1.5 GeV.

In the moments with m 0 we find some evidence
for interference patterns, which suggests that at
least some components of the production ampli-
tudes do not conserve t-channel helicity. These
terms appear to be rather small compared to the
m = 0 signals. . When the moments were plotted in
the s-channel helicity frame, the m 10 moments
generally became very large. Since the helicity
structure is relatively more simple in the t-chan-
nel frame, we shall continue to use it for analysis.

D. t dependences

Figure 10 shows the t dependence of the cross
section for all four channels and for six mass bins.
The mass bins were chosen so that each contains

0.2

E
O. I

oyO
I

~ yl
I

~ y I

b

0

0
I

0.( 0.2 -.

It I (GeV2)

. 0.5

FIG. 12. Interference moments of the 4 with its
"background" as function of t, obtained by subtracting
moments for x p-r (px') from x'p- x' (p~'} mo-
ments'in the interval 1.15&~&~o&1.3 Ge&. Histogram
shows (do. &/dt) from Ref. 10.

one of the features of the moment distribution men-
tioned in Sec. VIC. The well-known mass-slope
correlation is evident here. The solid lines are the
result of fits assuming a pure exponential depen-
dence e '. In the lowest mass bin the 4'was sub-
tracted before fitting, as explained below.

At low Nm mass, the d'o/dMdt is well described
by the exponential in t; for higher masses a flat-
tening of the distribution at low I; is observed. We
also note that the dip at tl -0.2 GeV', reported at
higher energies, "". is weaker here, or absent.
More quantitative results will be given in Sec.
VIII G.

In the interval 1.15 &M~. & 1.3 GeV we have sub-
tracted the 6' contribution. This is illustrated by
Fig. 11, where the average dg/dMdt for reactions
(1) and (2) is shown together with the D distribution
expected in the interval, based on the data of
Scharenguivel et al." The subtracted distribution
shows a exponential shape with slope parameter"
B =12+0.5 GeV '. The fitted non-& exponential
distribution for this mass bin is also shown in Fig.
10 by a broken line.

We now consider the t dependence of the inter-
ference moments Y'„Y,', and Y,' of the & with the
background. These are obtained by plotting one-
half the difference between + (pm') and -(Pm ) mo-
ments in the & interval 1.15&M~.&1.3 GeV. Fig-
ure 12 shows (F™)do/dMdt for these moments
plotted against t. The histogram shows the ex-
pected n amplitude (square root of do~/dt obtained
from Ref. 10) with arbitrary normalization. If we
assumed that the &' is produced via the Stodolsky-
Sakurai (SS) mechanism, "we would conclude that

' the strong t dependence in the l = 1 moment re-
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flected that of the background amplitude. However,
an alternative interpretation is that the &' develops
a strong helicity nonf lip component at small t, as
has been suggested by Krammer and Maor. " We
will term this the KM mechanism.

The Y', and Y', moments show very similar be-
havior and do not turn oyer at small t. This con-
firms the observation of Scharenguivel et al."that
the ~ amplitude has no forward dip. It also sug-
gests that the s-wave background is finite at small
t. The Y,' distribution, on the other hand, does dip
in the forward direction. Under the assumption of
the SS mechanism, this suggests that the P-wave
background has a forward dip; in the KM view, the
dip would be caused by the M1 helicity flip ampli-
tude falling to zero in the forward direction.
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FIG. 13. Moments F&, F&, and F2 as functions of t in
the mass interval 1.3&M~„&1.45 GeV, i.e. , the 1.35-
Gev peak. Open circles show the average of ~ p 7r (p&'),
closed circles, ~'p-&'(n~'), and crosses, x p-x (n~')).

E. The 1.3S-GeV mass peak

The peak in nucleon-slow-pion mass at 1.35
GeV, shown in Fig. 7, has been observed in pre-
vious experiments, ' but, because of its strong t de-
pendence, has not been clearly resolved. A peak
mith similar t dependence has been observed re-
cently in n Pcolli-sions at 50-300 GeV/c. " No ev-
idence is available on its persistence at ISR ener-
gies in PP collisions because of cuts in those data,
due to acceptance. "

From Fig. 9 we have observed from the Y', mo-
ment that the decay distribution in this region has
a strong backward asymmetry in the t channel
frame. We now explore the t dependence of the
asymmetry. In Fig. 13 we show the Yi Yi and

' Y,' moments. against t for the region 1.3 &M~, &1.45
GeV, (a) for the average of +(Pm') and -(Pw') (open
circles), (b) for +(nm') (closed circles), and (c) for
—(nm') (crosses). Here we note a marked similar-
ity between a(Pn') and +(nm') distributions, espe-
cially. in the negative excursion in Y', at small t.
The —(nm') channel also shows a, sharp drop in F",
at small t, superimposed on a larger background
which presumably peaks at t =0.

The interpretation of the 1.-35-GeV mass peak as
a resonance is highly improbable. We attempt to
show this by the following reasoning:

1. The absence of a signal near 1.35 GeV in mo-
ments with l ~ 2 suggests that the resonance there
can be only s or P wave. The Y, signal mould then
be interpreted'as interference between s and p
waves, one from the resonance, the other from the
background, as in the case of the & interference
patterns.

2. The backgrounds, as analyzed by & interfer-
ence, shorn an I=-,' characteristic, i.e., are twice.
as strong in the (nm') as in the (Pv') channel. The
supposed interference (F', of Fig. 9) gives equal
signals in + (pz') and -(pm') channels, so that both
resonance and background would have to have I= —,

'
if excited diffractively.

3. We therefore would expect twice the Y', signal
tobefoundinthe Y', moment inthe (nn') channels. In
contrast to this, we note from Fig. 13 and Fig. 9
that the signals are approximately equal, assuming
a smooth behavior of the background at small t.

The general' forward asymmetry found in the data
is well explained by the m-exchange DHD effect
diagram of Fig. 1(b). The reversal of this trend at
the 1.35-GeV mass peak is then most reasonably
attributed to. the baryon-exchange DHD effect dia-
gram of Fig. 1(c), which is expected to produce a
backward peaking, ' once resonance excitation [Fig.
1(d)] is excluded. However, we have found no cal-
culation of this contribution which produced the
required sharpness of the peak, the slow rise from
the nucleon-pion threshold, the t dependence, and
the steepness of the backward peaking.

We will describe more of the characteristics of
this mass region in Sec. VIII B.

F. Discussion of the interference patterns above f.45 GeV

As noted in Sec. VIC part (e), there are strong
indications in the moments for M„,& 1.45 GeV that
resonances are being excited diffractively. There
are two mass values (at least) where the phase of
particular waves are changing rapidly: i.e. , M„,
=1.5 GeV and M~, =1.68 GeV.

The best candidates for the two major resonances
are the D,&, and E,&,Nn' resonances. These are
allowed by the Morrison-Gribov (MG) rule" that in
diffractive production, spin and parity should be
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related by P = (-1) '~'. We wish to test the rule by
looking for evidence of waves with the opposite re-
lation.

The. angular distributions, in terms of a partial-
wave analysis, to be expected in our reactions
have been calculated by Silver. " The reader is al-
so referred to applications of explicit formulas in
the literature. '"" For our purposes we have found

it convenient to define production amplitudes
Z r(M„„t) for the intermediate states which decay
into an Nm system with angular momentum l.
=S,P, D, . .. , in the usual spectroscopy notation
for I, and the subscript T=M for the "MG al-.
lowed" states with J=/ ——,', T =A for the "antirule"
states with J= l+ —,'. We also .assume t-channel
helicity conservation (TCHC). The result is

d /dM, dtdA= (4 ) ' ' g Y'(8, $) g B (Z, I'', )I'*2',
1=0 a11g.

g
~

=(4v) '/'2 F'.(e, e)'
A~(&r, kr) SJ'+ g A~(Zr, Zz, )2Re2$2'r, (14)

where the ordering is SA, P„, P„, DM, etc. The
coefficients A~ are given in Table I.

In Eq. (14) we have explicitly separated inter-
ference signals ~2 Re(Z*„Z'r,) from those ~ Zr ~',
because if one wave passes through resonance the
M~, dependence of the former may show an easily
discernible .interference pattern, while the latter
gives only a broad peaking. We also note that, if
all terms in Eq. (14), proportional to one pair of

/

interfering amplitudes, e.g. , 2Re (P„*D„), are col-
lected, the signals in different L's bear a fixed re-
lationship given by Table I.

The fact that only FM~'s with M=0 appear in Eq.
(14) is a result of assuming exact TCHC. If the
pair of waves producing the sharp interference
pattern have TCHC-violating components, these
will result in the appearance of parallel patterns in
MW 0 moments, as was pointed out by Rushbrooke

TABLE I. Contributions to moment distributions for various interfering resonant states,
assuming helicity conservation in production. For notation, see text.

ljo.terfe ring
states g.0 y0

1
y'0

2
y0 y0 y0

5

SASA PM PM

SAP M

SAP& or PMDM

&APA or DMDM

SADM or PAPM

SABA or PMFM

SAFA or PMGM

P„D„orD„FM

PADM

DA or F„F
PAFM or DADM

PMFA or SAGM

(2)&/2

0

0

0

(1)i/2
5

(3)t/2
5

0

9 (2)1/2
? 5

(4) i/2
?

9 (g) 1/2
5 ?

3(t )1/2

4i(2 ) i/2
3 ?

?—2VO

2

3

L0 (3)i/2
21 11
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et al." Judging by the relatively small MA 0 sig-
nals apparent in our data (see Fig. 9), we expect
Eq. (14) to be a good approximation if we look for
resonance signals above background.

If we wish to assign I'~ to the 1.68-6eV reso-
nance, we find the absence of a positive Y', peak of
4/W the Y', value disconcerting. The Y', signal
might arise from an D„I'„interference, but this
requires a parallel Y,' signal of opposite sign to
that observed. We also note that the presence of
a Y', interference signal indicates that even higher
waves than shown in the table may contribute
strongly. Finally, Y', shows an anomalous be-
havior in the —(pm') channel at 1.68 GeV, suggest-
ing that I= 1 exchange also contributes here.

We may see from Table I that the assignment of
D„(i.e., 2 state) at 1.5 GeV gives the Y,'peak,
and allows the preserice of P„ to explain the Y~~ in-
terference signal. The Y~o interference signal re-
quires D„or G„(the latter, however, requires an
even larger Y,' interference term). The same re-
sult comes if P„ is substituted for D„, Sz for P„,
and I"„for D„. In all such configurations some
MG violating amplitudes are required.
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VII. REACTIONS n-'p ~ n-' pn' m

We now consider the reactions

v'p -v'(pv'v ) . ' (15)

VIII. COMPARISON OF p, n, AND 6 FINAI. STATES

A. Mass-slope correlation

We now investigate the mass-slope correlation of
the diffractive enhancement for the a(Nv) and a(Av)
channels. For this study we have fitted the do/
dMdt distribution for mass intervals of 20 MeV to
an exponential form e ', selecting. the broadest t

In Figs. 14(a) and 14(b) we show the mass M&... ,
recoiling against the fast forward m' triggering
particle by open and closed circles. The distribu-
tions are doininated by a broad peak at about 1.7
GeV which has been reported by many previous
authors in these and other reactions. ' In particu-
lar, the Pm'w" spectrum has been observed in PP
collisions at ISH energies" to have substantially
the same shape as shown here.

In Figs. 14(c) and 14(d) the pm' mass distribution
-is shown by open and closed circles. These indi-
cate a strong & '(1232) component is present. The
crosses show the M~,- distributions, indicating that
the & peak xs not kinematic effect. We define the
& by a cut, M~, +&1.34 GeV, and estimate that
about 25% non-& background will be included by the
cut. Finally, the M~, distribution is shown in Figs.
14(a) and 14(b) by crosses.

1.0 1.4 1.8 1.0 -
. I 4 1.9

M,„- (Gev)

FIG. 14, (a) Invariant mass M&~, ~~ for the reaction
& P &f'(Pg' ~") before the 6-defining cut (circles)
and after the cut (crosses), (b) same for x beam, (c)
~&,+ for the data of part {a)withe&, +,-&2 GeV (cir,—
cles), showing the strong 6" signal. Vertical line
shows the cut position used. Crosses show M&~
which shows the peak is not kint-. matic in origin, (d)
same for 7t beam.

range which can be described by this form. In Fig.
15 we show the results for the (Nm) and (&v) chan-
nels separately.

From this data we make two observations. First,
the systeinatic increase in slope as massdecreases
breaks off at about 1.35 GeV in the (Nv) channels,
remains constant, and resumes rising below the
&(1232) mass. While much of this is related to the
presence of the nondiffractively produced &, the
width of the plateau is too great and the +mount of
& production is too small to explain it entirely.

Secondly, we observe that, at a given mass, the
slope in the (4v) channels is systematically higher
than the slope in the (Nv) channels by about 4 units
(GeV ') in the v'-induced reactions and about 2.5
units in the m -induced reactions. This indicates
that at least part of the observed diffraction bump
must be produced by a mechanism in which the
"decay" is not independent of "production. " We
note that previous authors" investigating inelastic
meson diffraction have found that "the slope of the
der/dt distribution is. determined by the invariant
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terval 0.01& ~t &0.5 GeV'. Here we shall show
only the r'-beam results, since the m' data are
qualitatively the same, and because no significant
azimuthal asymmetry was observed, we have
folded the data, about P = 0. Owing to the use of I
~ 4, the results are smoothed in a manner appro-
priate to the analysis of Miettinen. '

Figure 16 shows the plots for the two lower mass
intervals, 1.08&M~, &1.3 GeV and 1.3&~~,&1.45
GeV. The isoclines are labeled by the event den-
sity 8vdv/dMdQ in mb GeV '.

The peaking seen near cos8 = 1, $ = 0 can be at-
tributed to the w-exchange DHD process of Fig.
1(b). Since cos8 is linearly related to the 4-mo-
mentum transfer squared from target to nucleon
&, the cos8 distribution directly reflects the &'
diStribution in v exchange. p = 0 corresponds to
the largest M„which can be achieved at fixed 8.
High M„values are enhanced by the m exchange
process and are concentrated into the low-M„, re-
gion, resulting in low P values being favored. '

The backward peaking in 8 can be seen best in
Figs. 16(c) and 16(d). It shows a comparatively
weak jb dependence. These distributions compare
well with the patterns expected for baryon ex-
change, when nuclear spin is taken into account. 's'
This is strong, though not conclusive, evidence

FIG. 15. "Mass-slope correlation, " showing the slope
parameter b, aSSumjng dO/dMdt Oce t aS a funCtiOn Of
recoil mass, for the average of (p~') and (nx') channels,
and the (Ax) channel; (a) for the m' experiment, (b) for (a) 1.08 & MN„&1.3 GeV (b) 1.3 & MN7, & 145 GeV

mass produced, irrespective of the kind of parti-
cles carrying such masses. "

B. Representation of decay distributions by isocline plots

The previous discussions of the properties of dif-
fractively produced systems has suggested that,
although resonances are present, they do not ex-
plain the dominant features of the data. In that
case the moment distributions presented may not
give the most useful description of the data.

Furthermore, there has recently been renewed
interest in double-peripheral calculations, stimu-
lated by the (relative) success of Ascoli et al.a7 in
explaining the reaction vp - (Sm) p by the Reggeized
Drell-Hiida-Deck model, and by experimental data
on nucleon djffraction i7, 26 Miettjneni has sugg
the use of "isocline plots, "where the (8, P) dis-
tributions are replaced by contours of equal-event
densities, ta locate contributions from these pro-
cesses.

The technique we have used to produce such plots
is to eval'uate the moments defined by Eq. (12) up
to l =4 and nz= 2 and use, the resulting mathemati-
cal representation to find the isoclines" in the in-

UJ -I
z (c)

I

O

0.2

0 7r/2

-0.8
7r 0 7r/2

AZIMUTH,

FIG. 16. Isocline plots, i.e., contours of equal event
densities against cos 0 and fI5 in the t-channel frame, for
the two lower recoil-mass intervals and reaction
channels shown, obtained as described in the text. Con-
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pendence of the production slopes are plotted for
different reactions and four regions of the t-chan-
nel polar angle 0.

The amount and complexity of information on
Fig. 18 precludes any simple discussion; much
further work will be needed to explain the observed
correlations. Here we shall limit ourselves to
several remarks:

(I) Any difference between the plots from re-
actions differing only by the charge of the beam
particle must be due to the interference between
the I= 0 and I= I exchanges (ignoring the I= 2 ex-
change, and the production of the meson reso-
nances, which, however, could be described in
terms of exchanges as well). We observe such ef-
fects in the LL(1236) region [mainly in the final state
Ir'(pvr')], in the 1500-MeV region [mainly in the fi-
nal state Ir'{6"2r )], and in the N*(1700) region
[mainly in the final state Ir'(nIr')]; see Fig. 18.

(2) In the final states. Ir'(pIr ) and Ir'(nvr'), we ob-
serve, at a given mass, a strong dependence of the
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production slopes on cos8, especially in the mass
region of 1.2-1.5 GeV. A similar, even stronger
effect has been observed in the reaction PP -P(nv')
at the ISR (Ref. 13) and also in diffractive dissocia-
tion of high-energy neutrons on protons at Fermi-
lab (Ref. IV). This behavior is qualitatively pre-
dicted by the double-peripheral model.

(3) In general, the slope-mass correlation is
much stronger in the backward than in the forward
region of cos0; the two extreme cases being the
decrease of the slope by-—18 units over a mass
range of =500 MeV in the backward region of the
reaction v p -v (nm') and the nearly mass-indepen-
dent slope in the forward region of the reaction
s' P -v (Ps'). It is also interesting to note that the
slope for the reaction v'P -m'(~"v ) levels off at a
relatively large value of -9.0 at large m(Dv).

(4) We do not observe a simple change of the
sign of the crossover in the reactions m'p -m'
(&"v ), when the pion-exchange (cos6& 0) or the
baryon exchange (cos8 & 0) is enhanced. Attempts
to enhance the di.fferent exchanges by selecting re-
gions of the azimuthal s-channel angle (the method
used by the authors of Ref. 30) also failed to repro-
duce the reported effect.

(5) Besides the &'(1236), the other substructures
observed in the data are in the 1600-1700-MeV re-
gion, and there is a poorly defined structure around
1500 MeV. The 1700-MeV region is especially in-
teresting: It seems to contain contributions from
several states, including a narrow peak at -1700
MeV [see, e,g. , the backward part of the reaction
v'P -m'(D"n ) on Fig. 18]. There are six estab-
lished baryon resonances in the 1650-1700-MeV

region, but the width of the narrowest of them is
greater than observed here.

Evidence for a narrow object at 1700 MeV was
already observed at 3.9 GeV/c in the backward-
produced (pv) system in the reaction v p —(pv )&o

and in the reaction v p - v (pv'm v')."
IX. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the data from our high-statis-
tics hybrid-bubble-chamber experiments at 14
GeV/c. These data reveal a very complex behavior
which cannot be explained by one dominant mech-
anism. We have, therefore, presented the data
itself and limited our discussions to its qualitative
aspects.

We have observed a broad mass peak in the a(iVm)

channels at 1.35 GeV. Its isospin and decay char-
acteristics make it unlikely to be due to resonance
production.

Sharp changes with M„, observed in the moments
of the decay angular distribution at higher masses
indicate the production of resonances. However,
these cannot be explained by introduction of ampli-
tudes obeying only the Gribov-Morrison rule. "

We find that the mass-slope correlation in our
data depends on the particular final state, ig. con-
trast to the results obtained in diffractive boson
production.
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